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EDITOR’S NOTES

editor’s

The portfolio of responsibilities have been
allocated by the Board as follows:
Chairman
Vice-Chairman
Business & Commerce
		
Treasurer

Stuart Rodriguez
		
Tony Lopez
Gemma Arias

Events Secretary

Gemma Arias

Environment

Gemma Arias

Business start-ups/EU Funding

(Conditions of Employment Board)
(Labour Advisory Board)

Stuart Rodriguez
(JLAG, EU Funding Board, Small Grants Board)

Information &Technology

Ian Torrilla

		

(E-commerce Board)

Education & Training

Tony Lopez

		

(Employment & Training Board)

Membership Secretary/ Members Benefits

John Piris

Shipping/Port

John Piris

Health & Safety
Tourism
		
Wholesale & Retail
International
In Touch
Design & Branding

intouch

		
		

Ian Torrilla/Gemma Arias

Banking
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Ian Torrilla

Employment

Legal

notes

Stuart Rodriguez

Michael Borge
Tony Lopez

		

Stuart Rodriguez 		

(Health & Safety Board)
(Tourism Advisory Council)

Craig Sacarello
Stuart Rodriguez 		
Stuart Rodriguez

(ESBA Board)

On behalf of the entire Board and
the Editorial team we present you
our 15th edition of the In Touch
business magazine designed to
keep you informed of “what’s what”
in the local business market as
well as update you of the activities
of the Board. Some articles are
of general interest and others are
just the opinions of some of our
members. Whatever your interest
in business the magazine will have
something for you.

practical level, a GFSB member
requiring a partner in Spain, say in
the jewellery industry can access
a huge list of potential CONAE
members to team up and generate
business opportunity.
Similarly,
both associations have mutually
agreed to assist and support each
other at EU level as each respective
association are members of ESBA.
We will be writing to all our members
to inform them of how to exploit the
To start of with we would like to opportunities now available to them
announce the signing of an “historic following the signing of this business
agreement” between the GFSB agreement.
and CONAE which is the largest
business representative association We were pleasantly surprised to
in Spain with 240,000 members. hear from the Consumer’s Affairs
This will serve to form a platform Office who had informed us that
of co-operation between not only after reading one of featured articles
the respective Boards but also from the last “In Touch” regarding the
for individual members to identify goods pricing being in euros rather
new fresh business opportunities than the local currency at our local
in new territories. At a broad and public market it had decided to place

offenders on formal notice that all
pricing must be displayed in pounds.
We apologise for the very small
amount of local stalls that actually
sold in pounds! Furthermore, we
would like to thank our contributor
(Mark Gosen) for such article and
also the Consumer Affairs Dept for
doing their jobs so diligently and
efficiently. It also goes to show that
someone is reading our “In Touch”
after all!
Enjoy your read.
Stuart Rodriguez
Editor

Julian Byrne
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meet the board

EVENTS

GFSB
Stuart Rodriguez
Chairman

Ian Torrilla
Vice-Chairman

Tony Lopez
Treasurer

Breakfast Club
To recap the GFSB Breakfast Club was set up in 2010 with the
following aims:•
•
•
•

Gemma Arias
Secretary

Michael Borge

John Piris

To provide a forum for networking amongst GFSB members
To learn from subject matter experts-topical business issues
To develop a camaraderie amongst members
To promote the GFSB to guests and speakers

Next Meeting
The next Breakfast Club Meeting will be held on Thursday 16th June 2011 at the Caleta
Hotel at 9.00 a.m.
Sponsor
The GFSB would like to thank Mr Franco Ostuni of the Caleta Hotel for sponsoring this
meeting.
Speaker
The next speaker will be a representative of Gibtelecom’s Marketing Department and will give a presentation on existing and future
products.

Julian Byrne

Craig Sacarello

Alfredo Vasquez

Attendees
If you are interested in attending the third Breakfast Meeting please send an email to: gfsb@gfsb.gi or turn up on the day.

One step ahead
Planning a strategy
We can assist in developing strategic plans
to help shape the success of your company
including preparation of business plans,
budgets and cashﬂows and subsequent
monitoring and analysis of variances. We can
assist you in identifying and developing your
strengths and opportunities.

For more information, call Eran Shay or Stephen J Reyes on:
Tel: +350 200 41200, Nightline: +350 200 48282, Fax: +350 200 41201, info@deloitte.gi

www.deloitte.gi
Merchant House, 22/24 John Mackintosh Square, P.O. Box 758, Gibraltar
© 2010 Deloitte Limited. Member of Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu
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GFSB signs Co-operation
agreement with largest Spanish
Business Confederation
On Monday 28th February in Madrid the Gibraltar Federation of Small
Businesses signed an historic co-operation partnership agreement with the
Spanish Confederation of Self-employed and Micro-business entities (CONAE)
which represents over 240,000 Spanish businesses making it by far the
largest business association in Spain.
Chairman, Stuart Rodriguez and Vice-chairman, Ian Torilla met with Salvador
Torrico the President of Conae and other Board Members at the Salon de la
Gran Pena following months of negotiation.
Stuart Rodriguez commented “the common objective in signing this agreement
is to assist our respective membership in developing trade links and establishing
joint ventures with each other. Already our membership have access to one of
the largest business databases in Spain should they require services, goods or
even specialist advice. Equally CONAE have committed to visiting us on the Rock shortly in order to continue to explore these trade possibilities
through partnership. Both the GFSB and CONAE are members of the European Small
Business Alliance and in this forum we have each agreed to present a joint and united
approach on economic and legislative decisions wherever possible. We anticipate
positive things to emanate from this partnership for our membership”
Ian Torilla mentioned “We have come a very long way since our original application to
join a previous european organisation was vetoed by Spain some 15 years ago. Since
then we became founder members of ESBA and are now European partners on an
equal footing with Spain, a feat which is embodied in the Agreement - in this sense it
is a historic accomplishment considering what happened during our original application
all those years ago”

What they said about us:
Un acuerdo ‘histórico’
En el mundo del asociacionismo no se habla de
relaciones bilaterales o de acuerdos entre regionespaíses-continentes... sino de colaboración, de
trabajar conjuntamente y de velar por los intereses
comunes de los representados.
Calificado por muchos como ‘Acuerdo Histórico’, la Confederación
Nacional de Autónomos y Microempresas (CONAE) y la Gibraltar
Federation of Small Businesses (GFSB) firmaron el pasado mes de
marzo un acuerdo de colaboración que en la práctica se plasmará
mediante el apoyo a la creación de contratos comerciales y a la
cooperación entre empresas de ambos ámbitos geográficos,
la promoción de intercambio mutuo de servicios, experiencia y
conocimientos técnicos.

8
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(La Revista coNae)
Al acto, que tuvo lugar en los salones de la Real Gran Peña de
Madrid, asistieron, entre otros, el Sr. Presidente de CONAE, Salvador
García Torrico y el Presidente de la GFSB, Stuart Rodríguez, así
como los Vicepresidentes de ambas organizaciones, Juan José de
los Mozos e Ian Torilla, respectivamente.
Colaboración, cooperación y trabajo conjunto serán los objetivos
primordiales, ya que como explicó Salvador García Torrico,
Presidente de CONAE, tras la firma del Convenio, “estrechar los
vínculos entre ambas organizaciones y promover las relaciones
entre autónomos y microempresas españoles y gibraltareños,
contribuyendo de manera constructiva a la eficacia del Mercado
Único Europeo”.
Salvador García Torrico valoró muy positivamente la firma del

presente documento, ya que “permitirá a autónomos y microempresas
españolas establecer contactos con otras asentadas en el Peñón,
ampliando sus posibilidades de negocio y crecimiento en una época
en la que son necesarias nuevas ideas y no hay que desechar
ninguna oportunidad comercial. Su objetivo primordial es desarrollar
los intereses profesionales de nuestros representados, considerando
únicamente criterios económicos, dejando al margen cualquier otra
consideración“, apuntó.

GFSB Chairman Stuart Rodriguez gave the
following interview in Spanish via Madrid
1. ESBA ha calificado como ‘histórico’ el acuerdo firmado entre
la GFSB y CONAE. ¿Cómo lo valoran ustedes?
Sí, es un acuerdo histórico en el sentido de que, a nuestro
entender, es la primera vez que las respectivas asociaciones de
micro y pequeñas empresas de ambos territorios han participado
en un negocio significativo y hemos logrado llegar a un acuerdo
sin conotación política alguna, teniendo en cuenta como valor
fundamental los intereses de los socios. La afiliación de ambos
a nivel europeo a través de ESBA nos ha permitido establecer la
plataforma para el proceso que concluyó en Madrid hace unos meses.
2.¿Cuál es la situación de las microempresas gibraltareñas?
Gibraltar tiene una economía muy diversa, y aunque hemos sido
afectados por la crisis económica mundial es justo decir que sin
duda la hemos sobrellevado mucho mejor que la mayoría de nuestros
vecinos europeos
ya que los niveles de deuda en Gibraltar se mantienen bien por debajo
de lo que es común a Nivel de la UE. Una vez dicho esto también
es cierto de que los costes constantes de los negocios han ido
aumentando en los últimos años pero tenemos la esperanza de que
esto no continúe y que teniendo en cuenta las condiciones favorables
de negocio, esto estimule, un elevado crecimiento empresarial. Las
Micro-empresas se enfrentan a las mismas dificultades con las que se
encuentra el mundo entero y el aumento de los costes empresariales
y la falta de acceso a financiación son problemas comunes.
3.¿Qué porcentaje ocupan las microempresas de Gibraltar con
respecto al censo empresarial?
No hay cifras oficiales que reflejen las microempresas, ya que la
mayoría de las empresas en Gibraltar son PYME, pero me atrevería a
decir que al menos el 60% - 70% de nuestras empresas son “micro “.

ejemplo, estamos escribiendoles a todos nuestros socios para
informarles de que ahora tenemos a su disposición una gran
base de datos de negocios nacionales en España. Esto significa
que si un socio local requiere un contacto con una empresa
española en el sector del transporte por carretera por ejemplo
se lo podemos facilitar y también viceversa. El Acuerdo es sólo
una plataforma para fomentar y el trabajo realmente comienza
ahora, con esperanzas de que esto conduzca a producir
resultados beneficiosos para algunos de nuestros socios, ya que
es la aspiración fundamental y primordial que debemos conseguir.
6. ¿Qué relación guardan las microempresas gibraltareñas
con la situación económica española? ¿En qué medida les
está afectando?
Es inevitable que cualquier crisis económica mundial afecte
inmediatamente a Gibraltar y con respecto a España subrayar el
hecho de que también está pasando por una etapa bastante difícil
y perjudicial. Seguramente os alegréis de saber que Gibraltar
emplea aproximadamente a 7.000 trabajadores españoles
y su contribución es de bastante importancia en muchos de
nuestros sectores económicos. También influyen las fluctuaciones
monetarias ya que tenemos que lidiar con un euro fuerte, de forma
que esto significa que los precios suben en Gibraltar ya que la
clientela tiende a comprar en euros y las materias se venden en
libras.
7. ¿Qué perspectivas tienen para este 2011 a nivel económico
y empresarial?
Esperamos que el 2011 sea un año mucho mejor que el 2010 y
los dos años anteriores. Confiamos en que la industria bancaria
haya aprendido de las graves imprudencias cometidas en el
pasado que han y estan pasando factura a la economía mundial.
Se espera que se presten mayores facilidades y menos trabas
a la hora de acceder a la financiación, con el fin de que mejore
durante los próximos 12 meses y de esta forma se estimule a las
pequeñas empresas que continuamente acarreara la creación de
puestos de trabajo y el crecimiento de la economía mundial en su
conjunto. Las microempresas deben ser protegidas y apoyadas,
ya que son “la sala de máquinas”, es decir la base principal de
casi cualquier economía, independientemente de su bandera o
orientación política.

4. ¿Cuáles son sus principales demandas?
El principal problema al que se enfrentan las microempresas es el
acceso a la financiación y este es un problema creciente. Es desgarrador
ver de que buenos planes de negocios viables, en particular entre
los jóvenes y emprendedores entusiastas, no vean la luz por falta
de financiación, a veces incluso de cantidades muy pequeñas que
pudieran hacer una gran diferencia. Otro de los problemas con los
que se enfrentan es la competencia con el sector público a la hora de
encontrar a personal cualificado y apto para desempeñar las labores
necesarias, un conjunto de dos requisitos: personal joven y cualificado.
5.¿Qué beneficios puede aportarles el convenio firmado con
CONAE?
Se espera que el acuerdo promueva y reuna las funciones de una
plataforma para fomentar las oportunidades de negocios entre
ambas partes a través de nuestra asociación. En Gibraltar, por

The GFSB was featured in the cover page of CONAE’s quarterly
business magazine distributed to over 240,000 members in
Spain
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THE 2011 GFSB
BUSINESS AWARDS

The Eurodiet method has been used in Europe for over 15 years, with more than one million
people successfully losing weight after being referred by their GPs. Eurodiet is now exclusively
available at Crown Pharmacy ltd.

Applications are now invited for the 2011 GFSB Business Awards.
The GFSB Committee has been encouraged by the response from
its members, over the last six years, in achieving ISO Standards with
the objective of improving the way they run their businesses and
placing importance on their customers. The GFSB has decided to
have two Annual GFSB Business Awards to further promote quality
standards, business improvement, innovation and achievement for
its members.

For more information please call us on tel. 20078598 or email
crownpharmacy@gibtelecom.net.
Alternatively log on to our UK partners website www.eurodiet.co.uk

“Waaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa”

The two Awards will follow the same lines as last year and will
consist of:

2. GFSB Business Award for Innovation and Achievement – the
Marielou Guerrero Trophy.

These Awards will be presented to the winning Companies at the
GFSB Annual Dinner and will be a worthy achievement for the
winners. The prize will be a framed Certificate announcing the
achievement, a memento and Free Advertising in our In Touch
magazine for one year.
To apply for the Awards, Companies have the option of applying
for the Quality Award or the Innovation Award. The awards are
open to Members and Non-Members and businesses can apply
themselves or can recommend another business that merits the
Award. Companies applying for the Quality Award should have
achieved the ISO 9001:2008 Standard (not necessarily with the
GFSB). Interested Companies have to apply in prescribed form
available from the GFSB, outlining their achievements in business
improvement, Quality Standards, innovation or achievements.
All submissions will be judged by a panel which will consist of Office
Bearers or members of the GFSB Committee and subject matter
experts.
If you are interested in applying for the GFSB Business Awards
please contact the GFSB at email: gfsb@gfsb.gi for an application
form. Closing date for applications is the 30th September 2011.

Last year’s winners Steel Mac & Clarke Recycling Services

Eurodiet is a four-phase weight loss and maintenance programme,
ensuring that a person is kept in optimal health whilst losing weight at a
substantially faster rate than a conventional diet.
Eurodiet focuses on weight loss as well as weight maintenance and behavioural changes to
food and eating habits so that by the end of the programme the person’s approach to food
has been changed. It is a meal-based programme which combines Eurodiet’s own meals
and other healthy foods which are re-introduced slowly to ensure healthy, structured weight
loss, behavioural changes to food and a balanced approach to eating. Eurodiet’s foods are
nutritionally balanced to help people stay healthy whilst losing weight.

Last year at the GFSB Annual Dinner at the Rock
Hotel on Thursday 16th September 2010 the
official presentation of prizes for the inaugural GFSB
Business Awards were made to Steelmac Limited
and Clarke Recycling Services.

1. GFSB Business Award for Quality Standards and Business
Improvement – the Gibtelecom Trophy.

Huge weight loss story
from Eurodiet UK

• Simple, Safe and
effective
• Ease of use
• Enjoy real food
• Huge range of
mouth watering meals
• An easy to stick
to programme
• Change your approach
to eating
• First Class support
• Value for money

AVAILABLE AT CROWN PHARMACY LTD

Shop unit 4, Casemates Square, Telephone +350 20078598, Email crownpharmacy@gibtelecom.net
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Brian McCann interviews new GFSB Chairman,

Stuart Rodriguez
1. What is your background with
the GFSB?
Having been on the Board for nearly 13 years
now and having served under 3 different
Chairpersons, the Board felt that I should be
given an opportunity to lead the Federation,
an opportunity I was quick to accept as I feel
the role is a great honour and one which I am
totally committed to. The plight of businesses
can be a tough one and they need all the help
they can get from organizations such as ours.
Our new Board is eager to make progress
happen and we have many changes and
projects in the pipeline which we intend to
realize before the close of the year.

2.Your members have been annoyed
by the Government’s raising of the
minimum wage by 8%. Is that
entirely the Government’s initiative,
or are they acting on advice?
The minimum wage increase is the latest in
a wave of increases in fixed business costs
such as social insurance, utilities and even
the halving of the early repayment discount
for rate payments. What is particularly
disappointing is that the Union and the
Chamber of Commerce agreed a proposal
of 1% increase to the minimum wage
for the Retail sector and the Government
apparently decided to multiply this by eight
across all sectors, despite the earlier nominal
recommendation.
The net effect of this
increase to a business employing 10 workers
on the minimum wage is a staggering £9750
per year or roughly £1000 per worker. This is
aggravated further when you consider that the
majority of these workers are non-gibraltarian
and the likelihood is that a not insignificant
proportion of this wage increase will simply
be washed away from our economy through
expatriation yet fixed business costs will be
increased beyond any exponential level. Our
view is that this increase and the process
involved is unfair and disproportionate to the
realities and intricacies of our economy set
against the backdrop of the current global

12
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Other than the increases to fixed business
costs which have been mentioned already
3. Is the GFSB represented on the our membership is incessantly concerned
the levels of illegal and unregistered
Conditions of Employment Board? at
trade which rears it’s ugly head from across
the border with little enforcement from the
The GFSB is represented on the Conditions relevant authorities due to instructions or lack
of Employment Board, although despite of resources. Ranging from air-conditioners,
years of campaigning we do not negotiate terrace canopies, stationery and even bread
wage proposals with
amongst other goods and
the Unions on a par
services how does anyone
our membership is incessantly expect a local business
with the Chamber
of Commerce for
concerned at the levels of illegal paying rent, employees,
reasons unbeknown
social insurance etc to
and unregistered trade which
to us. Naturally, we
compete against a regular
rears its head from across the
are eager to see this
flow of ‘fly-by-nights’
border with little enforcement
representation on this
who operate unfairly and
from the relevant authorities
Board ‘upgraded’ to a
without these business
more meaningful and
costs? Recently, according
representative level.
to unconfirmed reports, a local company
paid £35,000 to one of these unregistered
4. Do many of your members pay businesses to purchase specific goods only
for the goods never to to be installed with the
just the minimum wage?
money disappearing. With the economic
Depending on the demands and skill situation in Spain likely to worsen this trend
requirements of given jobs the minimum of local businesses competing at an unfair
wage is often seen as an entry level for certain advantage with unregistered businesses is
jobs subject to supply and demand from both likely to continue unless the authorities get
the employer and employee perspective. We a grip on the situation and stamp them out.
fully support any legal or punitive action that The GFSB is only too happy to assist in this
the authorities take against employers which process.
pay less than the legal wage limit as this in
itself is unfair competition for other legitimate 7. Are your members generally
employers.
gloomy, or do they see businesses
economic crisis.

“

”

5. Does the GFSB believe that there
should be a minimum wage or
would they prefer market forces to
dictate the level of worker’s pay?
The GFSB is not against having a minimum
wage and agrees in principle with this. What
we are unequivocally against are increases
which disregard a global economic crisis and
the rate of inflation many times over.

6. What other burdens are being
placed on local businesses lately?

M i n d i n g G i b r a l t a r ’s B u s i n e s s

costs ‘package’ does not
to the seachange that
follow the model of most
is this new way of
Somewhere in the middle of
of our European partners
collecting tax. Already
the US “free-market” system
where a 30-35% of
advance profits have
and the more European socialSocial insurance and
been requested from
based employee model is
other employee costs is
businesses and we
ideally where we should want
the norm. This makes
hope that a not too
employers nervous and
insurmountable a strain
to be
would actually end up
is placed on cash-flow
stifling employment as
particularly as bankwell as drive investors elsewhere. Somewhere lending has become more difficult to source.
in the middle of the US ‘free market’ system
and the more European social-based 9. The cost of electricity apart, are
employee model is ideally where we should
the frequent power cuts causing
want to be.

“

”

losses to businesses, or are the
8. Has the Government relaxed its cuts just a nuisance but nothing
sudden ferocious tax collection – more?
has it adopted a more reasonable The business disruption that these recent
approach to give businesses a power cuts have caused should not be
more manageable time to catch up taken lightly and is inconsistent with the
image that we want our business sector to
with their debts?
Thankfully businesses were eventually
offered a moratorium (for a limited amount
of time) by Govt on the hefty fines that flowed
from the new Income Tax Act following
representations from the GFSB and various
other bodies and representative groups. This
will allow businesses more time to adjust

portray. Whilst it is perfectly acceptable for
businesses to have their power supply turned
off if they do not keep up payments then
similarly the electricity supplier should have
fines or penalties imposed if indeed they are
at fault for these shortcomings which cause
real economic loss and chaos to businesses.
As a seperate yet related policy we also

believe that our local electricity needs should
be sourced locally and independently without
relying on any other third party, even if higher
costs are a consequence.

10. What measures would you like
the Government to introduce to
stimulate businesses in Gibraltar?
The Govt has successfully supported certain
sectors within our economy and has formed
part of successful business plans. It must
do this for all sectors and keeping business
costs as low as possible should be a priority.
Access to finance is becoming difficult and is
preventing otherwise very good commercial
projects from getting off the ground. The
GFSB has been campaigning for years for
a Govt backed Loan guarantee scheme that
will facilitate this vital source of funding for
business and make it easier for banks to
lend. Special tax breaks for new business
start-ups would encourage individuals to
start businesses or expand new ones and tap
into our local entrepreneurial instincts which
have stood us in good stead over the years.
The Government needs to continue to nurture
the strengths of its business community and
help it grow and flourish in partnership.
(source: PanoramaDailyGibraltar)

improving?
Thanks to the diversity of our economy and
the entrepreneurial spirit that exists locally it
is fair to say that certain businesses within
specific sectors are doing very well whilst
other sectors are indeed suffering a downturn
and are not so bouyant. A shift in the value
of the pound against the euro could tip
certain businesses in the retail sector over
the edge as a strong euro signals more local
consumer spending as well as our products
being cheaper from shoppers from the eurobased countries. Conversely, the opposite is
worryingly true and would have the opposite
effect. We need to ensure that our business
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Foundation Course in
Gibraltar Financial Services
The launch of the ‘Gibraltar Association of
Compliance Officers Foundation Course’
has got off to a good start says Ivan Perez,
Chairman of the Gibraltar Association of
Compliance Officers (GACO).
“We have received very positive feedback
to date from members who have employees
undergoing the pilot run as well as from the
students from Bayside, Westside and the
College who are attending the course.” he
tells Gibraltar International Magazine.
Launched on March 22nd by Education &
Training Minister Clive Beltran, the course
is designed to introduce attendees to the
fundamentals of financial services. It has
been organised as evening classes of
approximately 2 hours each for 10 weeks.
Mr Perez adds, “Although the course is fully
funded by GACO, we are extremely grateful
to the Department of Education and Training,
and in particular their minister Mr Beltran as
well as Mr Darren Grech, for embracing the
project and identifying the tutors who are
delivering the course, namely Michelle Soiza,
Javier Diaz, Juan Carlos Diaz and Keiran

“By running the pilot we
are ensuring that the tutors
are comfortable with the
material and to get feedback
from the students, totaling
20 attendees in all.”
“The idea is to iron out
any teething problems and
start offering the course to
members, non members
and students once or
twice a year in spring and
autumn.”
Mr Perez informs us that
there is an additional
benefit for employees, “The Financial Service
Commission (FSC) have secured Continuous
Professional Development (CPD) accreditation
for modules 3 and 4 from international
institutes of which their staff are members.”

are - set by the relevant institution. This is
extended to any other member of those
institutions who may be doing the course.”
Clearly a lot of dedicated work and planning
has gone into this pilot and we wish GACO
every deserved success.

“These institutes will accept that the time
they spent on these modules will contribute
to whatever the annual training requirements

An expanding role for senior banker
Mike Gray of RBS International, trading as NatWest, has assumed greater responsibilities within the Bank,
taking on two new roles. Mike has been appointed Regional Managing Director for Corporate Banking
and has also become Chairman of Funds for Institutional Banking, a newly created position carrying
responsibility for the Funds business across the UK Corporate Bank.
In his new role as Chairman of Funds, Mike will set the strategic direction of the Bank’s funds business
across the offshore jurisdictions of Gibraltar, the Channel Islands and the Isle of Man, as well as the RBS
Group’s funds divisions in London and Edinburgh.
Mike, a keen surfer and sailor, has been based in Jersey for five years and has held various corporate banking positions, most recently as
Deputy Regional Managing Director for Corporate Banking and Head of Funds.
Adrian Gill, Chief Executive for RBS International, commented:
“I am delighted to confirm the extension of Mike’s role. Mike’s Chairman of Funds role is of particular significance as this sector
continues to grow. It reinforces just how important the offshore offices are to the RBS Group and equally, the Group’s commitment
to Gibraltar and the Crown Dependencies. Mike is very well known across the industry and his proven expertise and experience
make him a natural choice to lead the Bank’s Corporate business offshore and the wider Funds business across the Division both
offshore and in the UK”.
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Gibraltar shows off its talent
raising £2,500 for charity at Variety Show

Williamson.

PRESS RELEASE December 8, 2010
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The winner of the ‘Gibraltar’s Got Talent’ contest, Sarah Riley, was invited to perform in NatWest’s recent Variety
Show at Inces Hall, which also attracted a host of Gibraltar’s most talented performers. £2,500 was raised for
charity at the event, which was organised entirely by the Bank’s staff.
Dancers, magicians and singers – some as young as three years old - took to the stage to impress the sell-out
audience. The evening was compered by NatWest employees Gillian Balban and Lino Brydges
Staff from NatWest’s Social and Community
Committee ensured the event went without
a hitch and Sharon Soussi and Jovan Banda
designed a backdrop to the stage.
Kyle Garcia, a Social and Community
Committee member, described the event as
a huge success:
“On behalf of NatWest I would like to
congratulate everyone involved with the
Variety Show, the performers and organisers,
for putting on such a wonderful community
event. The feedback from the audience
was tremendous; they thoroughly enjoyed
watching the performers, as is evident from
how generous the crowd was in donating
money. A number of staff members also
showed off their performing talents and it was
great to see so many employees contributing
to the overall success of the Variety Show.”
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
in establishing a trusted support network which
undoubtedly has contributed to our success.

GFSB DISCOUNT CLUB

Dear Sir,
The idea behind the GFSB Discount Club
fitted perfectly with our company’s policy of
offering favourable terms to small and medium
businesses so when we were invited, we joined
without hesitation. It did not take long for the
scheme to pay off, initially through increased
interest followed by acquisitions of new clients
to whom we now provide IT support and
consultancy services. And all this without any
cost to the business - it really does not get better
than this!
The Discount Club has been just one of the ways
in which the GFSB has helped us get established.
To us, for the past year, the GFSB has been a
reliable partner that we could turn to for advice
and assistance; in the process, we also made
new friends. Our membership has been essential

We are very grateful to everyone at the federation
for all the support we have received with special
thanks going to Helen Moberley. Joining the
Discount Club was a way of showing our
appreciation of their time and effort in protecting
our interests.
As a small business, we understand the
pressures and constraints that others like us have
to operate in to compete effectively with larger
competitors and that includes being prudent with
our pennies. We realised that to attract interest
our offering in the Discount Club had to provide
tangible value.
We started by identifying the main problem
potential clients had when choosing an IT
service provider. They told us that they want to
try a supplier first as it was not always possible
to assess their suitability through discussions
(especially if discussions included IT jargon!). So
by offering a complimentary network audit we let

prospective clients “test the water” first without
making a financial or contractual commitment. A
further 10% discount on our consultancy rate is
also available for three months.
In our experience, the GFSB membership has
delivered many benefits and we would encourage
other small businesses to join and do the same.
To those members already taking part in the
Discount Club, remember to place the sticker
on your shop window or display the club logo on
your web site to remind us to bring our business
your way.
Thank you, GFSB!
Yours faithfully
Tanya Jones, ACEHOBA Ltd

RECYCLE.GI
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FINANCE
For this reason due diligence must be ongoing. The FSC conducts
regular risk assessments of its firms including onsite visits. We
cannot guarantee we will find everything, but this does increase the
odds of detection. Indeed the mere existence of a visit programme
concentrates the minds of some firms.

Overdue
Diligence

Back to Mr Wilce, he was discovered as a result of an investigation by
a TV news programme not by the authorities themselves. Maybe the
TV had received a tip off; certainly they were the ones who revealed
his bob sleigh fibs. In any event the use of third party information is
a vital part of ongoing due diligence.

By Marcus Killick - CEO Gibraltar Financial
Services Commission

One of the reasons the FSC has a statutory duty of confidentiality
is so that people can talk to us about their concerns or suspicions.
Sometimes it is about their own firm, sometimes about another.
Concerns about previous employees and employers are always
popular. Sometimes it is a consumer complaint, sometimes a
complaint from a rival firm. Sometimes it is just “word on the
street”.

In 2005, Stephen Wilce was
appointed chief of New Zealand’s
Defence Technology Agency. There
he stayed for five years overseeing
the highly classified work of 80
staff.
Apparently Mr Wilce wasn’t bad at his job
and had passed the relevant security checks.
However there was a problem, Mr Wilce was
not quite what he appeared to be.

As some point out, until 2008 Bernie Madoff
would have had no trouble opening an
account or getting a license.

“The commonest
definition of “fit and
proper” is honest,
competent and
solvent. ”

Firstly, as the New Zealand
authorities
eventually
found out, he had not
been a helicopter pilot with
Prince Andrew nor a spy
for British Intelligence. Nor
indeed had he designed
the Polaris missile defence
system, been at the winter
Olympics as a member of the bob sleigh
team (competing against the Jamaican’s),
been a member of the Welsh rugby union
team, or perhaps most disappointingly of all,
he had never had a career as a guitarist on
the British folk music circuit.
Mr Wilce is no longer chief of New Zealand’s
Defence Technology Agency. The vetting
system that let him in is being “reviewed”.
Due diligence has become one of the
cornerstones of financial services. Whether
of customers or firms, the process can be
long, complex, expensive, bureaucratic and
frustrating. Bank clients complain about the
length of time taken to open an account, even
when they have had another account with the
same bank for many years. Applicants for
a license to conduct financial services are
concerned at the time taken for regulators
to review the fitness of owners and directors.
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In much of our lives we
accept some form of
due diligence, indeed
we expect it and require
it. This can range from
the simple “you are
who you say you are”
or “you are as old as
you say you are” to the
more complex “can you show me you are
trained to do this?”. With the simple, we tend
to perform the check ourselves. A shopkeeper
may check a teenager’s ID card to show he
is old enough to buy alcohol. However, the
more complex, the more we rely upon others.
Few people going into St Bernard’s for an
operation will demand to see the surgeon’s
medical qualifications; they expect the
hospital to have done so. If the hospital has
failed then it may get sued.
In the case of financial services there is
a similar hierarchy of expectation. For a
regulator it is to protect the public from
financial harm by keeping out those not
considered to be “fit and proper” from being
owners of, or senior officers in, a licensed
firm.
The commonest definition of “fit and proper”
is honest, competent and solvent. Yet, making

M i n d i n g G i b r a l t a r ’s B u s i n e s s

lack of the former. Getting the right form filled in is one thing. Sitting
back and thinking about how many rugby playing, Polaris designing,
folk music performing, bob sleigh competitors there actually are out
there is quite another. I suppose you could always double check with
Prince Andrew.

a determination is often far from simple.
Should a person made bankrupt fifteen years
ago because he was unable to work due
to a serious illness or accident, be forever
precluded from running a financial services
firm. Most would say no. How about where,
rather than an illness the bankruptcy was
due to a now cured gambling habit or drug
addiction? Still no?
Where a person did something wrong which,
at the time, required them to be removed from
a firm, how long should the ban last? Some
would say it should be for ever as they cannot
be trusted again. Others would not wish to
preclude someone from ever pursuing their
chosen career for the rest of their lives.
Simple due diligence generally does not
require a judgement call, the teenager has
the ID or not. Yet even here some decisions
are required. Is the ID fake? Is it theirs? Do
they look old enough not to be required to
show it?
As the complexity grows, more judgement is
required, particularly when others are relying
upon that judgement. Furthermore it is not
a one off judgement. A superb doctor when
appointed may deteriorate over time due
to personal problems and become a risk to
his patients. An investment manager may
have been honest when approved but turn
to stealing from clients as his firm begins to
fail.

Like every other regulator the FSC operates by filtering this
information. Some pieces get more weight than others. Clearly
where the information is vague or anonymous it is less credible
than specific evidence from a named individual. Even multiple
source information has to be considered carefully. Are the sources
independent or do they emanate from the same source and have
simply spread around? As information spreads it inevitably gets
distorted, suspicions become facts, dates, names and even firms
confused, details exaggerated.
Does the source have a motive such as a personal grievance,
professional rivalry, or an attempt to gain an advantage in a dispute?
However even if these exist, what they say may be true.
In hindsight everyone remembers the information that proved to be
correct. Identifying it at the time is somewhat trickier.
So how does this translate to licensed firms? The danger is that some
businesses regard due diligence as always in the simple camp. Get
a copy of a passport and a utility bill and you are there. This is a start
but is sometimes nowhere near enough. If you are a fund manager
or administrator, what do you really know about the promoters? Do
you understand what the proposed assets are and their risk profile?
Where the assets are not liquid who will value them, how often and
how can their value be independently verified? Sometimes the best
question is “why have they come to me?”
A similar issue exists for lawyers. The old “cab rank rule” meant that
lawyers generally took on as a client whoever came through their
door. Now commercial lawyers have to know their clients. Where
they introduce them to banks or lead their applications for licensing
they cannot turn a blind eye. They are not neutrally representing
someone in court but effectively placing their own reputation on the
line in saying this person is fit and proper. As such they must ensure
they have themselves done the necessary checks, they cannot
simply rely upon the regulator to do so.
Due diligence is never perfect, mistakes can be made, judgement
is always subject to error. It is the reasonableness of the judgement
that counts. It is the ongoing monitoring that counts. Thoroughness
and bureaucracy are not synonyms; indeed the latter often masks a
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Providing a

Job Reference
The issue of providing job references is becoming increasingly
problematic according to several employment law specialists. Over
the years, we’ve probably all come across references with very
ambiguous wording and meaning, such as, “I am sure that a new
employer will find him as useful as we did,” i.e. useless. However,
a number of high-profile cases relating to references have brought
the situation to a head, so now a reference from an employer must
be not only accurate as a whole but also accurate in the sum of its
parts.
For instance, employers
often leave out particular
Contrary to popular
issues and decide to
opinion, there is actually
only stipulate positive
no requirement that an
remarks, such as saying
employer must provide a
the employee was popular
reference, except in few
with staff and customers
alike. This might appear
specialist industries
at first glance to be fine,
but silence on the issue
of how an employee happened to leave – for example, by being
dismissed for theft – would not make it an accurate reference
in the sum of its parts. A future employer hiring this person and
then suffering loss through theft as a result could therefore be in a
position to sue you for damages.

“

”

References not required by law
Contrary to popular opinion, there is actually no requirement that
an employer must provide a reference, except in a few specialist
industries. Recently, a case was featured in the UK press where
a woman refused a reference was awarded £200,000 by a
tribunal – this raised a few eyebrows! However, the story behind
the headlines was that the woman had succeeded in a tribunal
claim for discrimination harassment and the employer, having lost
the tribunal, then inappropriately answered a number of enquiries
about the woman from prospective employers. The tribunal, at the
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woman’s request, decided that this amounted to ongoing discrimination
and awarded £200,000 to the woman on top of the original award of
around £7,000.
Therefore, this case has not set a precedent that means an employer
now has to provide a reference when asked – it simply means that
harassment should not continue into the provision of the wording of
a reference.

Keep it simple
Common practice on giving references these days is to provide a
statement of employment, such as saying the person was employed
for a given time frame and perhaps a description of the job title or a
description of duties. This would not include comment with regard to
competency or suitability for any future role.
For independent financial advisers and people working in the finance
industry in the UK, the Financial Services Authority dictates certain
requirements relating to references and standards. Clearly, any
information provided in references has to be provided in compliance
with those rules.
One further issue to consider about this question is whether the written
warning on the file is current or has lapsed or will lapse shortly, as it
would be unfair to report on a warning that has lapsed and where there
has been no reoccurrence. There are also strict rules for the taking
up of references for potential employees who will work with children
or vulnerable adults. Those rules must be followed so that necessary
information is disclosed to prospective employers.
In summary, always be as accurate as you can in providing
information within a reference, keeping it simple and unambiguous.
To do otherwise is to do so at your peril as it may even open you up
for legal action if another business were to rely on your reference.
Stuart Rodriguez LL.B M.A, Managing Partner,
Perez/Rodriguez, srodriguez@gibro.com
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How following up on leads will
frustrate your competitors.
Using the Power of Email Marketing.
Just before Christmas I realised
how effective a long term nurture
email newsletter can be. Last year I
purchased some really good photo
calendars from Apple, using Iphoto.
Whilst doing so I looked around at
a few websites to compare pricing,
I registered for an offer on a site
called Photobox.
This began the continuous and automatic
process of sending me regular emails with
offers and discounts every 2 weeks. Whilst
sometimes they were annoying, often they
prompted me to take action, but as I had
already bought these calendars and they
last a whole year I really didn’t need to buy
anything else.
So Christmas came round again, I had been
receiving these emails for almost a year
without making a single purchase. What did
I do? I ordered the new set of calendars from
Photobox, they were in mind, they had given
me offers, they were my friends...
I also recommended them to some close
friends, before even seeing how good they
were at their job. There are many photo
printing companies out there, and probably a
lot of them are better/cheaper than Photobox,
but Photobox had built a relationship with me,
and their brand now occupied a space in my
mind. They bothered to keep in touch with
me even though I had never spent a penny.
Photobox have overcome the number one
marketing problem facing small businesses
– Follow up.
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and therefore allowing leads to go somewhere
else.

product) then the power of these emails is
multiplied.

“80% of people who
are looking to buy
something will do so
within the next 2 years.”

I bought a calendar from Photobox and now
I receive offers for related products, that are
actually quite enticing. Every time I see one
of these emails I am reminded of the power
of Email marketing, and how frustrated some
of Photobox’s competitors must be. They won
my business and my recommendation without
me even knowing if they were any good!

In surveys of many small business owners and
entrepreneurs it was evident that following up
with warm leads was the biggest frustration.

This means that if someone visits your website
or calls your business it is very likely that they
buy your product/service, only it may take a lot
longer than you would like. It is a difficult and
time consuming job to continuously contact
these warm leads for 2 years, and very few
people can afford to do this manually.
That is where email marketing comes in.
Photobox and many other companies have
learned the secret powers of email marketing.
By setting up well planned, useful emails that
get sent automatically to these warm leads
continuously and indefinitely you turn a
complicated process into an incredibly simple
and powerful solution.

The natural thing a business owner does is
focus on the immediate sales (hot leads),
normally putting aside the nurturing process

Now if these automated emails are customized
and sent to specific people (eg. Those who
have expressed an interest in a specific
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Now a question for you - is your business
keeping contact with people continuously
until they absolutely don’t want to know
anymore?
Do you have automated systems in place
to keep contact and send offers to people
that you have never actually met?
Is your website working as hard as it
should be?
If not, you may be one of the many website
owners that lose out to the competitor who
is constantly building a relationship and
confidence with their warm leads. Remember
the prospect is actually a customer in
disguise.
By Julian Byrne

Get your

business

online
once and for all.

8 page website for £999
Ecommerce stores from £1500

Of course you know that a website can help your business, but getting
one made can feel daunting and expensive. We have over 10 years of
experience building websites and can help make the process an
enjoyable one. Right now we have some special offers to get you started
online and help grow your business.

Visit www.piranhadesigns.com/offers/ for more information.

t: 200 45599 piranha designs
e : we b @ pdg.gi
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The Banking “Crisis”
The Banking crisis is not a crisis for
the banks it is a crisis for everyone
else, especially small businesses.
Most small businesses rely on the
banks for either long or short term
funding, it’s the nature of the beast.
Small business is more affected
by adverse cash flow than larger
enterprises and often relies on
overdraft facilities to see it through
bare patches. This is perfectly
sensible business management
and has been the way of the world
for many years.
Then all of a sudden the banks start panicking,
they have done their pieces lending billions to
mortgage equity debt swap over leveraged
under-funded derivative bills of retribution, or
somesuch garbage pyramid scheme. So they
find that they are not as awash with cash as
before and the guys at the top won’t get their
multi million pound bonuses and they won’t
collect their freebies from sponsoring some
bunch of equally untalented overpaid morons
steering an automatic car round a race track.
Or even worse the corporate box at Wembley
may be under threat. So they take themselves
off to Mauritius to work out how they are going
to get their precious bonuses back. The fact
that they themselves have caused the largest
crash in history is of no concern to them.
When they come off the golf course they
repair to the bar to discuss these matters.
After the 22nd cocktail they finally work it
out. If they don’t lend any money they can
keep it all! Much cheering and back slapping,
trebles all round. Simples! But how will these
poor lambs generate income I hear you ask.
Well they will lend the money they keep to
other banks, which is relatively risk free.
They will cherry pick investment banking
arms from the Banks that have gone down
which will give them a nice infusion of cash.
Then they will foreclose on any company
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& Small Business
By Mark Gosen

that owes them money thereby limiting any
further potential loss regardless of whether or
not the company is profitable and sell off the
assets to make extra profit. If they absolutely
have to lend someone money then they will
charge through the nose for it.

Friends of mine were put out of business so I
got away lightly in the end but the resentment
remains. If I make a hideous mess of my
business can I tell my customers that due
to my gross ineptitude and greed I need to
increase their prices by 50% so I can fill my
yacht with diesel? I can but I don’t think I
would get enough juice to get me out of the
marina.

This all became clear to me when my company
went to our bank in 2009 for the formality of
signing off on our overdraft facility. This facility
had been in place for 20 years (through So the banks are bulletproof, sure they fired
previous recessions). I was told, quite bluntly, a load of people down the line, people who
that in spite of the company being profitable dealt with the small businesses that due to
and the company never
their “policy” didn’t
missing a payment or
exist anymore. In the
If I make a mess of my
having anything less than
meantime they have
business can I tell my
a 100% clean record
done untold damage
customers that due to my
of financial probity,
to the world economy
gross ineptitude and greed I
Barwestscot Bank were
and to the engine that
need to increase their prices
unable to grant a facility
drives most economies,
for the foreseeable future
by 50% so I can fill my yacht small business. As
because that was now
far as Gibraltar is
with diesel
“policy”. As most owners
concerned I sincerely
of small businesses are aware, you go through hope that Barwestscot Bank here are a tad
the five stages of grief when your business is more enlightened than their UK counterparts
in danger of being shut down. Denial, Anger, and they do not adhere slavishly to edicts
Bargaining, Depression and Acceptance. In emanating from Canary Wharf. Surely there
my case I went through Anger several times. must be someone in a position of relative
This policy dictated that Barwestscot Bank authority in these banks in Gibraltar who
could not lend money to any small business could make a decision. Why does everything
whatsoever regardless of History.
have to be referred back to Head Office? Or
is this just another corporate mechanism
I cajoled, I fought, I wrote, I shouted, I lobbied, to avoid making a decision, as we all know
I screamed, I drank. Eventually I got my decisions in the corporate world are to be
overdraft (the only small business in London avoided at all costs because they could
to get one apparently) and my Bank charges result in the individual being identified as
went from approximately £10,000 per annum someone RESPONSIBLE for something,
to £50,000 per annum and the interest rate which is anathema to the men in suits. Due
on the overdraft went from 2% above base to sensible governance Gibraltar has been
to 5% above base. Do you know what? I was relatively insulated from the Recession and it
grateful!!! Pathetically grateful that my bank, is up to the banks here to understand that
who I had banked with since I was 17 years having already trashed the Global Economy
old, who I took mortgages with, who I gave they make sure that they don’t screw up
any scrap of business to because I am loyal small business in Gibraltar.
like that, had ripped me off and shafted me
for the simple reason that they could.
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A new
Airport

By Mark Gosen

Terminal... the whole answer?
I recently underwent an experience that must be
all too familiar to well hardened local travellers.
My flight to London from Gib was diverted to
Malaga. We were all quite stoical as it was
announced as we were sitting in the departure
area, especially as the all caring service
conscious chaps at Easyjet had cancelled
the flight altogether rather than get the Gib
passengers to Malaga.

coaches had to be unloaded until his bag was
located, but that was not anybody’s fault but
his own, man. It was pointed out that we were
“quarantined”, having been air side and passed
through passport control and security already
but this plea fell on deaf ears.
So we settled down for a pleasant ride to Malaga
at about the same time we had envisaged
arriving at our final destinations in the UK with
still no idea of what would be happening when
we arrived at Malaga.

I reckoned a couple of hours delay and we
would be on our way as this happens all the
time and there must be a well
established and well drilled
Bundle number five
“If Gibraltar wants to be a proper
procedure to ease our pain.
player in the Airport industry it
was the unloading
needs to get its act together and
Oh silly me. After sitting in the
of the two coaches
show its passengers that even
departure for two hours while
and
everybody
when things go awry, as they
airline staff wandered about
staring at Surfer
do, that they are at least trying
self importantly talking into
Dude with contempt.
to do their best to minimize the
walkie talkies and assuring
There were 2 Servis
unpleasantness”
everyone that the coaches were
Air staff with the
on their way, I began to wonder
coaches as we
if they quite had their act together. It became wandered into the terminal. We knew we would
increasingly clear that no one knew what was have to check in again so we all watched them
going on and the passengers were beginning like hawks to see which check in desk they
to get quite restive as the cafe ran out of food would go to so we could get the jump on our
and drink.
fellow passengers and check in first. They were
cleverer than us though. They disappeared,
After about three hours the coaches turned up completely, like a puff of smoke. There was
and we collected our luggage, loaded it onto the a flight notified to London on the board but it
coach and after a massive bundle for seats we wasn’t our flight number and wasn’t leaving for
were on our way, or so I naively thought. As the another five hours, it couldn’t possibly be ours,
coach driver tried to get out of the airport into could it? What to do in this situation? Ask the
the huge border queue the police sent him the person standing next to you is my favourite. This
other way thereby increasing our journey time by well tried and tested method didn’t really work.
another half an hour. If this irritated then much So a few of us decided to head for the check in
worse was looming. When we reached the desk that tied up with the only flight that had any
border we were told to get off the coach, unload vague relevance to us. As we wandered over to
our luggage and drag it through customs. Cue desk number 237,365 another bundle ensued
massive bundle numbers two three and four as all other passengers assumed we had
as people of all ages and infirmities struggled some secret inside knowledge that we weren’t
across the border in the wet and reloaded the sharing. More mayhem.
coaches and re-boarded, eventually. The people
requiring special assistance had to rely on the We formed a relatively orderly queue with no
goodwill of other more able passengers to one quite sure whether or not we were doing
help them load, unload and drag their luggage the right thing or were in the right place. Surely
across the border, which is both unedifying and the airport authorities would question 200
embarrassing for all concerned. Then there people standing in a queue at a vacant check
was the idiot surfer dude who had lost his bag in desk and do something? Nope. We waited
somehow, somewhere which meant that both for a couple of hours with rumours running rife.

The busybody’s telling everyone that they knew,
our flight had been cancelled because they had
spoken to their brother’s uncle’s cousin who
knew someone at the airport and that’s what
they had been told.
I was still certain that our Gibraltar escorts would
magically appear and at the very least tell us
what was going on but no they were gone for
good. Eventually the check in desk opened and
we were informed that the flight would be leaving
four hours later. In the event it left six hours later,
some 11 hours later than scheduled.
I am not whining about the delay, it is the lack
of information and the dereliction of the paying
customers and the ridiculous way in which the
passengers were herded and dumped in Malaga.
Building a brand spanking new Airport Terminal
is very nice and lovely but if it cannot be run
properly for the benefit of the PASSENGERS then
it is a waste of time. The diversion occurrence is
a very regular one and yet Airport Staff, Customs
et al seem to want to make a difficult experience
even more unpleasant. The lack of assistance
in loading the coaches is unforgiveable. Is it
totally beyond the wit of the people who run
the Airport to have a flow chart that tells staff
what to do in this eventuality? Can they not find
out from the Airline what is happening? Can
they not put in place a protocol with Spanish
Immigration to allow quarantined passengers
to pass through the border? Can they not send
someone to Malaga to assist the passengers?
Can they not telephone Malaga Airport to warn
them of the impending arrival and ensure
that the passengers are given the correct
information and not left to their own devices?
A single sheet of paper (preferably laminated)
and entitled “Protocol for Diverting Passengers
to Malaga” that contains the phone numbers of
the coach companies, Terminal Management at
Malaga, Airline Control Centres and Customs/
Immigration and a few arrows would probably
suffice. Not difficult is it?
If Gibraltar wants to be a proper player in the
Airport industry it needs to get its act together
and show its passengers that even when things
go awry, as they do, that they are at least trying to
do their best to minimise the unpleasantness.
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10 TOP TIPS
ON CUTTING

SMALL BUSINESS COSTS
Most SBMs – Small Business Managers
– already believe that they have removed
most of the slack from their budgets. They
may well have made a good start, but there
are always further economies to be made,
providing SBMs are willing to spend time
identifying them.
1. For those SBMs who look, but cannot find,
extra economies, its time to get help. Set up a
brainstorming session with your staff. Create
a Small Savings Committee to examine
every area of company expenditure. You’ll be
astonished at how much your team will be
able to prune providing you incentivise them.
2. Staff tends to be the largest overhead in
any growing business, creating a Catch 22
situation – small businesses cannot grow
without staff, but they also need to grow to
meet the wages bill. Paradoxically, the right
way to reduce staff costs is not usually to
make cuts, but to spend more money – by
rewarding staff for improved performance. Pay
them a fair basic, but give them the chance to
earn bonuses related to performance.
Resist redundancies if you
can because when the
economy rebounds you
will need skilled people.
Wide-awake SBMs are
now prepared to embrace
home-working, job sharing
and flexi-time because
flexible workers are
excellent value. They tend
to be highly experienced and knowledgeable
people who, for whatever reason, cannot
work in a ‘normal’ 9-5 role, usually because
they need to care for their families. They are
often willing to compromise on salary so long
as the job fits in with their needs. Stay at
home mothers returning to work may have
had 10 years’ professional experience before
they quit their jobs to raise children. They can

be brought up to speed far more quickly than
graduates and their domestic circumstances
ensure they are highly motivated because
they really need the money. Flexible workers
also tend to be really loyal, which increases
staff retention and therefore lowers training
costs. They really appreciate finding a fulfilling
role which also enables them to make time
for their family. Reduced stress from flexible
working also means reduced sickness and
absenteeism because employers are able
to fit agreed flexi-hours around personal
commitments.
3. Premises. Embracing telecommuting
can save small businesses money in many
ways. Fewer people in the office can mean
less space is needed, which usually means
lower rents and lower costs for electricity,
gas, water and rates. Your people will also be
happier because if they’re working from home
– perhaps coming into the office only once a
week – they’ll also save on travel costs.
4. Fuel cost. With prices at an all-time high
it’s time to look carefully at how much it costs
you and your people to get about. Find some
means of encouraging
your people to drive
economically, it will
save you money not
only on the fuel bill, but
also the wear and tear
on transport. Replace
the cars staff drive with
smaller vehicles.

“Resist Redundancies
if you can because
when the economy
rebounds you will
need skilled people”
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5. Small economies add up. Lower the
temperature when no one is the office.
Provide water filter jugs, instead of bottled
water, change most lights to energy efficient
bulbs and cut further energy costs by
swapping large CRT monitors for flat screens
and change desktops for laptops. If you don’t
need the equipment to run when the staff are
gone, make sure everything is switched off at
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the end of each day and if the staff forgets,
do it for them by fitting timers to the power
sockets.
6. Embrace email and the internet.
Electronic communication can save small
fortunes on ink, toner, paper and stamps. Use
email to send out press releases, documents,
flyers, invoices and statements. Print out hard
copies of contracts, and invoices – anything
that needs a signature.
7. Energy portfolio: every business needs
electricity, phones, mobiles and the internet
to function and these bills can reach an
intimidating annual total
8. Insurance: Shop around to find the
best and most relevant business insurance
deals. Make sure you are only paying for the
insurance you need to protect your business.
Quiz brokers about what policies include and
cut out anything you don’t actually need.
9. Purchasing: look at your suppliers and
their pricing. Are you getting their best deal?
Can other companies supply top quality at a
better price? Make sure you regularly check
what other suppliers are offering and let your
regular sources know that this will be your
standard practice in future.
10. Marketing: Prune but don’t kill the
budget. Appoint one youthful member of
staff to research what exposure on the social
media can do for your company and another
to handle PR, making sure they know how to
use email and the web to put your marketing
message in front of the prospects you need
to reach.

ENTREPRENEUR

PROVIDES TOP TIPS FOR SUCCESS
An award winning businessman has come up with
seven steps to a prosperous 2011.
Twitter dragon Simon Dolan, Staples Entrepreneur of the Year and
head of SJD Accountancy, suggests the following:

• Look after your client list. Your database is a precious resource.
Ensure you look after it through regular email and telephone contact
with former, prospective and current clients. Let them know you are
thinking of them.

• Go green. A green business is also an efficient business. By having
your green strategy and business strategy aligned, you will be saving
money for your company.
• Get ahead through social networking. If you aren’t using social
media to augment your business, make 2011 the year of action.
Using the likes of Linkedin and Twitter can have a huge impact on
your business – monitoring comments on your company or sourcing
new customers, for example.
• Be innovative in the methods used to access funds for your
business. If the banks are being unhelpful, look at alternatives such
as angel investors, or even family and friends.
• Hire the right people. An entrepreneur’s life is made so much
easier when they have people working with them that they can trust.
When looking for new staff, first instincts are rarely wrong.
• Is search engine optimisation working for you? 20 years ago a
small business needed a telephone, directory and perhaps an advert
in a local newspaper to attract customers. 2011 is a different era,
and no SEO strategy means far fewer sales. Learn all you can on the
subject through books and the internet, and if you require additional
assistance look at employing a reputable SEO specialist to assist
you.
• Look at your competitors. A successful business is one that
does things better than the competition. Analyse the marketplace
and improve on it.
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Understanding today’s

Gibraltar Property Market for you
By Mike Nicholls

Two or three years ago, it was quite
simple, prices were only going up.
Today it’s much harder to predict.
A world recession, far less money
being loaned by banks and rising
costs of local rates are limiting
the property price growth fuelled
by the steady inward investment
from new companies and high net
worth individuals seeking a more
tax friendly environment.
Residential

Gibraltar has seen a huge new supply of
apartments in the last 5 years. Ocean
Village, Anchorage, Tradewinds, Sails and
finally King’s Wharf which is completing now.
Despite the world recession, the Gibraltar
property market has absorbed these new
apartments with remarkably few issues.
Indeed, demand from the incoming gaming,
funds and insurance companies for quality
properties to rent for their staff ensure that
few one or two bedroom properties are left
on the market for long. At Chesterton we
have clients waiting for certain properties
to become available as demand for such
apartments, below, say, £400,000 continues
to outstrip supply. Investors are accepting a
5% to 5.5% gross yield in certain locations as
rental void periods are low and prices edge
upwards.
The excess supply is in the £500k - £900k
three and four bed category where the market
has yet to absorb the surplus stock in King’s
Wharf, Anchorage and the Sails. The buy to
let investor is less prevalent in this sector as
there are fewer tenants of three or four beds
than one or two, and the rents required, in
excess of £2,500 pcm, price out many would
be tenants anyway. So these properties will be
purchased most probably by owner occupiers
over time. We believe it will be another year
before this surplus supply is taken up. In this
sector, it is a buyer’s market.
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At the top end of the market we are finding
that incoming high net worth individuals have
very little choice of quality property. One or
two penthouses may meet their requirement,
however, those with families or top of the
range cars cannot find the right property for
their needs. HNWI’s with children will want 4
or 5 bed properties with some land, a garden
and a pool. The Island at Queensway Quay
satisfies some of these clients, but these
properties are scarce and there are only
one or two other properties in Gibraltar that
can tick all the boxes. As a jurisdiction, to
continue to attract such clients, we will need
to build more and higher quality large family
homes with a garden, a pool, a garage and
24/7 security. That task
is not easy.

Offices being refurbished around the Old
Town and in Watergardens, can suffer
from poor entrances, or low quality shared
facilities and will rarely have the open plan
space available. Ocean Village is fully let bar
one retail space. Europort and one or two
other offices meet the quality requirement
but landlords are asking for up to ten year
leases without a break clause whilst tenants
want to commit for shorter periods, i.e. for
as long as they see certainty in the low tax
base being offered by Gibraltar. Landlords of
quality spaces (and there are fewer and fewer
left) allowing, say, six year leases are renting
their premises quite easily and it is this sector
where supply is running low.
So, just like we need
more quality higher end
property if we wish to
continue to attract higher
net worth individuals,
then to continue to attract
new companies into our
friendly corporate tax
regime, then we will
need to build modern, quality office space
to accommodate them, sooner rather than
later. Midtown, World Trade Center ... we
need you!

“Despite the world
recession, the Gibraltar
property market has
absorbed these new
apartments with
remarkably few issues.”

The domestic market is
less exciting currently.
It seems buyers and
sellers have put their
plans on hold and the
number of transactions
are relatively low. So
properties that are less attractive to incoming
rental tenants or high net worth clients are
not really moving as fast as vendors would
like.

Office space

Every publication in Gib currently bemoans
the lack of office space. Yet Chesterton has
over 4,000 sq m of office space available
in Europort, Watergardens, Irish Town, Town
Range, Main Street, Marina Bay, Eurolife
Building and others. So how can that be?
The demand for office space is being driven
by the incoming financial services sector and
the continued growth of the gaming sector.
These corporates want modern, light, open
plan offices with aircon, raised floor for ease
of cabling, decent security and for some of
these clients, entrances which impress clients.
We have very little office stock available that
meets all those requirements.
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Property development

Hotel

Talk to local hoteliers and times are tough
with occupancy rates falling. Talk to those
staying in hotels just across the border, or in
short let apartments in Gibraltar and we need
a new hotel. These vsitors will argue we do
not have the right quality bedrooms at the
right price in the right location.
This conclusion has attracted three new
developers to the hotel scene in Gibraltar.
The largest by far is the planned Hilton Hotel
project adjacent to King’s Wharf. This would
add a much needed top of the range brand
to Gibraltar which would put Gibraltar higher
on the international map, plus, a banqueting
and conference facility that could attract new
business into Gibraltar. And the plans include
some 9,000 sq metres of new office space
as part of the scheme – so two reasons to
support it.
The Lester Hotel is a more modest, and hence
perhaps a more realistic project. Being built
on the site between the new government
car park in Devil’s Tower Road and Filomena
House, this hotel is aimed at giving a four
star premium hotel service to business and
leisure guests without any additional frills of
banqueting or conferencing. Located close
to the border and the new airport terminal,
this hotel should attract back into Gibraltar
custom lost in recent years to the hotels in
La Linea.
The third project is a 30 room boutique hotel
in the corner of Queensway Quay. This is
the subject of much speculation in the local
press and it is difficult to judge at the time of
writing whether this project will receive the
necessary consent.

WTC, Midtown, Hilton and Lester Hotel most
likely all need third party funding normally
provided by banks. And this is where the
problem lies.
The last 5 years of property development in
Gibraltar have been funded almost exclusively
by Barclays and RBSi. But Barclays have lost
their appetite here in Gibraltar for further
funding to developers and RBSi may have the
appetite but is seemingly prevented by its UK
masters. So neither bank is stepping forward
it seems.
So who will fund Gibraltar’s next stage of
growth? It is very rare for a developer to build
anything of any scale without debt finance.
Last year the Chief Minister proposed a
third bank which might be a government
sponsored Gibraltar Bank. But nothing thus
far has emanated from this commitment.
He also mentioned that the government
may become a shareholder in the Midtown
Project, to give it sufficient funds to start
development, but such a use of tax payers
money was questioned by many and has not
happened.
So it seems that we may have hit a deadlock.
There will be no new development unless
the developer has substantially more equity
than is traditionally required. And even then
the banks would have to regain their lending
appetite, or a new bank will be required in
Gibraltar. Neither of these are certain at all.
Which means no new development (of any
size) will be ready for at least three years
as each of these developments will take
two years to build and perhaps another year
before sufficient funds become available.

The irony of all of this is, that given Gibraltar’s
continued economic growth and continued
inflow of companies and high net worth
individuals, this is probably a really good time
to invest in a new hotel or an office. The first
office development and first hotel to open will
reap good rewards as the built up demand
finds a new supply. Perhaps that in itself
should attract sufficient private equity to one
or more of these schemes so as to remove
the need for debt finance?

Conclusion

There is insufficient supply of good quality
one and two bed apartments up to, say,
£450k, and good quality office space in good
locations. Invest in these if you can! Then we
must rally round and open up more sources
of debt finance to enable Gibraltar’s growth
to continue into the future because without
further office, and thereafter further residential
space, where can tomorrow’s growth come
from? Last but not least, attracting an
internationally branded new hotel to Gibraltar
can only support future tourism and business
growth, so should be welcomed by all.

Mike Nicholls is a Fellow of
the Institute of Chartered
Accountants and a member
of the Gibraltar Society of
Accountants. Mike owns and
operates one of the largest
estate agencies in Gibraltar
(www.chesterton.gi) and owns MN Associates Limited,
a local professional consultancy company specialising
in Gibraltar property investment and relocation issues.
See www.mn-associates.gi.

Retail and other non-office
commercial

The hardest hit sector, due to the difficult
world economic conditions coupled with last
year’s recent hikes in local rates, are the local
business premises. Spending power of local
people and tourists has inevitably reduced
recently, and the cost of occupying business
premises has increased. This has translated
into a greater supply of retail premises.
Some fear long void periods for some of the
properties around Town. I think this may be
pessimistic, all it will take is a rebalance of the
rents and key money being charged to attract
new occupants. A bitter pill for landlords but
this simply reflects changing times.

ThinkLocal.
BuyLocal.
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News
The GFSB is one of the founder
members of The European Small
Business Alliance and we have a
directorship and quarterly meetings.
This essentially gives us a “headsup” as to potential new legislation
that is coming our way to Gibraltar,
or better still ensure that SME’s in
Europe are able to influence EU
draft legislation so that its interests
are protected.
ESBA NEWS HIGHLIGHTS:
European patent court would infringe EU
law, court considers
An international court set up to adjudicate
in cases of patent disputes would not be
compatible with EU law, the European Union’s
Court of Justice (ECJ) said today. The court
was asked by EU member states to give an
opinion on whether EU law would permit a
specialist court to resolve disputes involving
a unitary patent regime - a new patent
system currently under negotiation within the
EU legislative machinery. A specialist patent
court would be needed to ensure coherent
management of patent disputes under the
new system.
ECB turned blind eye to predatory lending,
ex-EU-ambassador says
The European Central Bank turned a blind eye
to “irresponsible lending” by German, French,
British and Belgian banks, the European
Union’s former ambassador to the United
States, John Bruton has said. In a damning
speech at the London School of Economics
on Monday (7 March) evening, Mr Bruton,
also a former Irish prime minister of the same
conservative political stripe as the current
leader-elect, Enda Kenny, has accused
Frankfurt of failing to use its powers to rein
in speculative bubbles in countries such as
Ireland and Spain.
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Britain refuses to join in with EU jobs
strategy
By refusing to set a national target for
employment, the UK government has set
itself on a collision course with the European
Commission, and is threatening to undermine
the ‘Europe 2020’ strategy for growth that
was agreed last summer by the leaders of all
27 member states.
Action needed in Europe’s manufacturing
industry
Cars, television sets, textiles. These sectors
have all been hit hard by the economic
crisis. European industry generally faces
tough challenges and to meet them needs
to shift towards sustainable, eco-efficient,
globally competitive and knowledge-based
manufacturing, according to a report due to
be debated in plenary Tuesday evening. It
says the EU must rethink its industrial policy
because it provides jobs to almost 60 million
Europeans.
Olli Rehn: economic governance needs
one strong model, not many parallel ones
A genuine, functioning EU economic union
can be guaranteed only by the package of
rules currently before Parliament, and not
by competing intergovernmental models,
Commissioner Olli Rehn told the Economic
and Monetary Affairs Committee on Monday
7 March, just four days before a crucial
eurozone summit. Mr Rehn also warned
against complacency about reducing debt,
stressing that short-term firefighting remains
necessary.

CONSULTATIONS
Consultation on the use of Alternative
Dispute Resolution as a means to
resolve disputes related to commercial
transactions and practices in the European
Union
DEADLINE: 15 March 2011
The European Commission launched a
public consultation on alternative dispute
resolution schemes (ADR) for consumers. The
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Consultation on financial sector taxation

Stuart Rodriguez

Commission’s aim is to increase consumer
confidence in shopping in the Single Market
by ensuring easier, faster and cheaper outof-court (non-judicial) resolution of disputes
between a consumer and a trader. Currently,
there are at least 750 ADR schemes in the
EU, but consumers cannot always get the
help they need. It is estimated that losses
incurred by EU consumers who had problems
constitute around 0.3% of Europe’s GDP. The
results of this consultation will be used to
shape the Commission’s legislative proposal
scheduled for November 2011.
Public consultation on electronic
identification,
authentication
and
signatures in the European digital single
market Public consultation
DEADLINE: 15 April 2011
The purpose of this public consultation is
to provide input for policymakers on how
electronic identification, authentication
and signatures can contribute to deliver
the European digital single market. The
existing legislation and the established policy
landscape are challenged by new factors and
technological innovation. In the context of
the implementation of the Digital Agenda for
Europe this debate will help understanding
what is needed to create the optimal
conditions for their use across the EU.
Consultation on the modernisation of EU
public procurement policy
DEADLINE: 18 April 2011
Public procurement is confronted today with
new challenges: high public deficits and thus
the need for the most efficient use of public
money but also the growing demand that public
purchasing contributes to the achievement
of overall societal goals (innovation, fighting
climate change and promoting social
inclusion). This consultation launches a public
debate on how legislation could be updated
to help public procurers cope with these
challenges. The Commission will draw on the
contributions to the consultation in preparing
the future legislative proposal on the reform
of the EU public procurement rules.

DEADLINE: 19 April 2011
The Commission is launching this public
consultation in order to receive stakeholder
feedback on its initiative for the taxation of
the financial sector. The Commission would
like to test its assumptions and collect
related evidence as regards the definition of
the problems, to assess the impacts of the
set of policy options and to consult on more
detailed aspects of the feasibility and design
of the policy option.
Consultation on a Roadmap for a resourceefficient Europe
DEADLINE: 22 April 2011
The European Commission is preparing a
Roadmap for a resource-efficient Europe as
part of the resource-efficient Europe Flagship
Initiative of the Europe 2020 Strategy. The
purpose of this consultation is to collect
the views of businesses, other stakeholders
and the public at large on policy options for
the Roadmap. The European Commission
is interested in informed opinions on the
current situation (existing opportunities and
main barriers to more efficient use of natural
resources) and on the potential effectiveness
of public policy tools in achieving a Resource
Efficient Europe.
Taxation problems that arise when
dividends are distributed across borders
to portfolio and individual investors and
possible solutions
DEADLINE: 30 April 2011
The levying and crediting of withholding
taxes on dividend payments to non-resident
portfolio and individual investors in the EU can
sometimes be carried out in a discriminatory
way. Withholding taxes can, in addition, lead
to unrelieved double taxation, distorting the
effective functioning of the Internal Market.
The Commission believes it is necessary to
investigate in more detail the cross-border
withholding tax problems faced by portfolio
and individual investors in the EU and to
explore any possible solutions.
Towards a coherent European approach
to Collective Redress
DEADLINE: 30 April 2011
The purpose of this consultation is, inter alia, to
identify common legal principles on collective
redress. The consultation should also help
to examine how such common principles
could fit into the EU legal system and into

the legal orders of the 27 EU Member States.
Theconsultation also explores in which fields
different forms of collective redress (injunctive
and /or compensatory) could have an added
value for improving the enforcement of EU
legislation or for better protecting the rights of
victims. The resulting set of principles should
guide any possible initiative for collective
redress in EU legislation.
Permit granting procedures for energy
infrastructure projects
DEADLINE: 30 April 2011
As outlined in the Communication “Energy
infrastructure priorities for 2020 and beyond A Blueprint for an integrated European energy
network” (COM(2010) 677), the European
Commission has put forward a strategy
for a new European energy infrastructure
policy to coordinate and optimise network
development on a continental scale,
considering i.a. various measures to improve
the permit granting process. Following the
Communication, this public consultation aims
at identifying possible measures which could
be proposed by the Commission in order to
ensure that the energy infrastructure needed
to make our networks fit for the 21st century
will be built in time.

requirements of a true single market. The
aim of this consultation is to launch a broad
based debate with all the stakeholders on
the evaluation of the current VAT system and
the possible ways forward to strengthening
its coherence with the single market and its
capacity as a revenue raiser whilst reducing
the cost of compliance.
Suggestions to reduce administrative
burdens put on business by the EU
DEADLINE: To be announced
This on-line questionnaire has been designed
to register your problems and suggestions on
administrative burdens. Your input will be
taken into account in the preparation of EU
measures reducing administrative burdens.
Contributions and feedback from the
Commission will be summarised in periodic
reports published on the Enterprise and
Industry website.

Green Paper on a Common Strategic
Framework for future EU Research and
Innovation Funding
DEADLINE: 20 May 2011
The European Commission presented a Green
Paper which proposes major changes to EU
research and innovation funding to make
participation easier, increase scientific and
economic impact and provide better value
for money. The changes, to be introduced in
the next EU budget after 2013, would bring
together the current Framework Programme
for research, the Competitiveness and
Innovation Programme, and the European
Institute of Innovation and Technology.
Green Paper on the future of VAT- Towards
a simpler, more robust and efficient VAT
system
DEADLINE: 31 May 2011
Value added tax (VAT) constitutes a major
source of revenue for national budgets of
the Member States of the European Union.
However, the VAT system, which is based
on legislation adopted at European level
and applied at national level, suffers from
numerous shortcomings which do not make
it fully efficient and compatible with the
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ISO STANDARDS
IN A NUTSHELL
ISO 9001:2008
There are many ISO Standards but the most
successful Standard of all times is the Quality
Management System ISO 9001:2008 with over
one million Companies certified in the world.

BS OHSAS 18001:2007

What is BS OHSAS 18001:2007? It is an Occupational Health and
Safety Management System (this is a British rather than an International
Standard) which demonstrate that your Company has a risk management
strategy to address changing legislation and protect your workforce.
It allows the promotion of a safe and healthy working environment
by identifying its health and safety risks, reducing the potential for
accidents and complying with legal requirements. The Standard calls
for hazard identification, risk assessment and risk control. It also
encourages training awareness and competence as well as adequate
use of Personal Protection Equipment (PPE). Emergency preparedness
and response for possible accidents or disasters must be prepared and
rehearsed. The Occupational Health and Safety Management System
is assessed by independent and third party Certification Bodies for your
Company to achieve registration to the Standard.
Tony Lopez

What is ISO9001:2008? It is a standard which gives guidelines
on good practices for the running of your business. It is a Quality
Management System which recommends key business principles
such as the use of procedures to drive whatever activities your
Company is involved in, as well as emphasising the importance of
customer focus. Another key function is the use of Internal Audits
to self-check your processes and initiate improvement. The Quality
Management System is assessed by independent and third party
Certification Bodies for your Company to achieve registration to
the Standard.

ISO 14001:2004

What is ISO 14001:2004? It is an Environmental Management
System which demonstrates your Company’s commitment to the
environment. Nowadays, customers, consumers and shareholders
are demanding a responsible attitude towards the environment
by Companies. This Standard provides proof that action is being
taken to comply with environmental legislation and considering
environmental protection and pollution prevention (and reduces
the risk of penalties and possible litigation). Compliance with
ISO 14001:2004 also provides your company with a better use
of energy and resources, and can reduce costs over time. The
Environmental Management System is assessed by independent
and third party Certification Bodies for your Company to achieve
registration to the Standard.
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Business exists
through communication.
That’s why all our business customers have a direct
line to their Relationship Manager - no call centres
or switchboards.

Old fashioned? We think not!
another way
Gareth Latin on 20051949
www.natwestoffshore.com/islandbanking
Gibraltar business address: National Westminster House, PO Box 707, 57 Line Wall Road, Gibraltar. Licensed under the Gibraltar Financial Services (Banking) Act 1992, as amended and the Gibraltar Financial
Services (Investment and Fiduciary) Act 1989, as amended (Licence number FSC0066OB). NatWest is the registered
33
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e s s Limited under the Business
Names Registration Act. Calls may be recorded.
N3294 (09/06)
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Shopping

Enjoy a quality shopping experience
in Gibraltar all year round.
For more information
call us on +350 20074950
or visit www.visitgibraltar.gi

Take A Closer Look

company  trust  foundation

Formation  Management  Administration  Statutory Officers  Nominees

marine services

Vessel Registration  Radio Licensing

business services

Banking  Accounting  Will Writing  Virtual Office

Built on solid foundations

Offshore and Onshore
Worldwide from Gibraltar

Since 1985, Europa has been dedicated to providing a platform
for our clients to achieve their financial and business objectives
while guarding their assets and legitimate confidentiality.
Discover the benefits of independent advice, reputable
traditions and multilingual staff.

www.europa.gi

A full service international law firm, offering tailor-made
services and advice to help you meet your objectives, since 1892
For further information contact: info@isolas.gi

ISO 9001 & 27001 Certified

Tel.+350 200 79013  Email info@europa.gi
Watergardens 6, Suite 24, Gibraltar
Financial Services Commission Licence No 00108B
Gibraltar Registration No 10511
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M i n d i n g G i b r a l t a r ’s B u s i n e s s

Portland House Glacis Road PO Box 204 Gibraltar
Tel +350 2000 1892 www.gibraltarlawyers.com
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It's never too early
to speak to the

Gibro Group

Spread across four jurisdictions we are bespoke
international providers of corporate, trust, legal,
insurance and financial solutions

Gibro House, 4 Giro's Passage, Gibraltar
Tel: +350 200 76222 | Fax: +350 200 71423
Email: gibro@gibro.com

www.gibr o.com

Legal services provided by Perez/Rodriguez, a member firm of the Gibro Group
Licensed by the Financial Services Commission to carry on Business as Company Managers License No FSC 00234B -- Professional Trustees License No FSC 00232B

